WAHL CLIPPER & TRIMMER CARE
QUICK TIPS TO MAINTAIN TOP PERFORMANCE

1.

CLEAN IT
After each use, remove the blade from the clipper and use a small
cleaning brush to get any loose hair that may have accumulated
between the blade and clipper.

2.

COOL IT
Use Wahl Blade Ice® (Item #89400) as needed to cool, lubricate,
and clean blades instantly.

Use the cleaning brush to remove loose hair and build up from
your blades. You may also use a pipe cleaner or index card to
clean between the blades. Reattach the blade to your clipper.

3.
5.

DISINFECT IT
Use Wahl Clini-Clip® (Item #3701) cleaner and disinfectant daily
to effectively kill and remove bacteria, viruses, and fungi in one
easy spray. Hold your unplugged clipper downward and spray
generously onto the blades. Let the spray sit on your blades for
no more than 2 minutes before wiping off the excess with a soft
cloth. Using any other cleaning agent is not recommended and
may void your clipper’s warranty.

STORE IT
Care should be used with corded clippers to prevent damage.
When storing, coil the cord instead of wrapping the cord around
the clipper. Wrapping the cord around the clipper can cause
strain, which over time, can lead to the loosening of the wires
and/or electrical shortages.

4.

OIL IT
Blades should be oiled frequently using Wahl Blade Oil (Item
#3310-230) to reduce friction that causes heat, prevent rust, run
smooth, and ensure long life. Place 3 drops of oil along the top of
the blade teeth at the left corner, right corner, and center of the
blade. Turn the clipper to its side and place 1 drop of oil at the heel
of the top blade. Repeat with 1 drop of oil on the other side.
Let the clipper run for a few seconds to allow the oil to work its way
into the blade set. Wipe away any excess oil using a soft cloth.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONSULT OUR
INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOS ON HOW TO PROPERLY CARE
FOR YOUR WAHL BLADES:
Wahl Detachable Blades:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ft-1QNpnXjk
Wahl 5-in-1 Blades:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3_jYRHcg_9o
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